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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about assigning privileged accounts to end users by using Oracle Privileged Account Manager?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. Privileged accounts can be directly assigned to end users but not to groups. 

B. Privileged accounts can be directly assigned to groups but not to specific end users. 

C. Privileged accounts can be directly assigned to end users and to groups. 

D. Privileged accounts can be directly assigned to only one unique end user. 

E. Privileged accounts must be directly assigned to more than one end user. 

Correct Answer: C 

In addition to directly assigning privileged accounts to end users, Oracle Privileged Account Manager allows you to
assign privileged accounts to groups. For example, you might want to create a "Data Center Product UNIX
Administrators" group and give that group access to certain privileged accounts. 

When designing your deployment, it is important to ensure that a given end user is granted access to a privileged
account through only one path (either directly or through a single group). When Oracle Privileged Account Manager
discovers multiple grant paths, it picks the first path retrieved from its back-end, which leads to non-deterministic
behavior. This behavior can cause the effective Usage Policy to be different from the intended Usage Policy.
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E37115_01/admin.1112/e27152/und_security.htm#OP MAG31226 

 

QUESTION 2

You are asked to set up a connector that will link to a target system to create, delete, update, enable, and disable user
accounts. 

Identify the interface that is required to enable entities through this custom connector.(Choose the best answer.) 

A. org.identityconnectors.framework.spi.operations.CreateOp 

B. org.identityconnectors.framework.spi.operations.EnableOp 

C. org.identityconnectors.framework.spi.operations.UpdateOp The connector API should pass all the attributes of the
existing entity along with a new_ENABLE_attribute with a value oftrue. 

D. org.identityconnectors.framework.spi.operations.EnableOp The connector APIshould pass all the attributes of the
existing entity along with a new_ENABLE_attribute with a value oftrue. 

E. org.identityconnectors.framework.spi.operations.EnableOp The connector API should pass all the attributes of the
existing entity along with a new_DISABLE_attribute with a value of afalse. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 3

Identify the two main functional modules of a Generic Technology Connector (GTC). (Choose two.) 

A. Validation Provider 

B. Transformation Provider 

C. Provisioning Module 

D. Reconciliation Module 

E. Reconciliation Staging 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27150/about.htm#OMDEV398 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about changing the state of an audit rule in Oracle Identity Analytics (OIA)? (Choose the best
answer.) 

A. The audit rule state cannot be changed when it is defined as part of an active audit policy. 

B. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned," and all information about the rule is purged. 

C. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned" and can never be changed to "active" again. 

D. The audit rule state can be changed to "decommissioned" and can later be changed to "active" only after being
approved by the policy owner. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference:https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24179_01/doc.1111/e23369/oiaidentityaudit.htm#OI AAD313(see the note) 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement is true about implementing attribute-level security for user attributes in Oracle Identity Manager (OIM)?
(Choose the best answer.) 

A. The authorization policy for user-defined fields (UDFs) is inherited from its parent object and cannot be changed. 

B. When a new user-defined field (UDF) is added, the User Viewer policy must be changed to allow view permission. 

C. To restrict an attribute from being seen or modified, you change its policy in OES and include the attribute in the deny
list. 

D. When a new user-defined field (UDF) is added, the User Administrator policy must be changed to allow view
permission. 

E. The authorization policy for user-defined fields (UDFs) is inherited from its parent object and also includes the UDF in
the deny list. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

As a system administrator, you deploy Oracle Privileged Account Manager and want toproceed with OVD and OPAM
integration. But you are unable to log in to the console to proceed with the configuration. Identify the role that you need
to log in to the console. (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Security Administrator Admin role 

B. Application Configurator Admin role 

C. User Manager Admin role 

D. System Configurator Admin role 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

You want to develop a BI Publisher report for all active users in the company. Identify the correct SQL
statement.(Choose the best answer.) 

A. upper(:p_varchar_UserID)) and (nvl(:p_varchar_EmpStatus,\\'\\')=\\'\\'or upper(usr.usr_status) = upper(:p_active)) 

B. B. upper(:p_varchar_UserID)) and (upper(usr.usr_status) = upper(\\'active\\')) 

C. upper(:p_varchar_Org)) and (nvl(:p_varchar_EmpStatus,\\'\\')=\\'\\'or upper(usr.usr_status) = upper(:p_active)) 

D. D.upper(:p_varchar_Org)) and (upper(usr.usr_status) = upper(\\'active\\')) 

E. upper(:p_varchar_UserID)) and (nvl(:p_varchar_Org,\\'\\')=\\'\\'or upper(usr.usr_status) =
upper(:p_varchar_EmpStatus)) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What sequence of steps must you follow to get an entitlement from changed by using the Oracle Identity Manager (OIM)
Design Console? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Edit the current version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

B. Create a new version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

C. Deactivate the current version. Edit the current version. Set parameters. Make it active. 

D. Create a new version. Set parameters. Deactivate the current version. Archive the current version.Make the new
version active. 

E. Create a new version. Set parameters. Deactivate the current version. Remove the current version. Make the new
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version active. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which statement is true about the initial configuration of network connections for Oracle Privileged Account Manager
(OPAM)? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. Network connections to the target system using the Identity Connector Framework (ICF) must always be encrypted,
and Oracle requires using secured channels for this. 

B. Network connections to the target system using the Identity Connector Framework (ICF) can be either encrypted or
clear text, and Oracle recommends using secured channels for this. 

C. Network connections to the End User Interface use Oracle Identity Navigator and are always encrypted. 

D. Network connections to the End User Interface use Oracle Enterprise Manager and are always encrypted. 

E. Network connections to the End User Interface use x.509 certificates and are always encrypted. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

You have been granted the Catalog Administrator role in Oracle Identity Manager. However, the system is restricting
you from performing common administration tasks on the catalog. 

What could be causing this permission issue? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. You are part of an organization that does not have access to catalog items. 

B. To administer the catalog, the System Administrator role is also needed along with the Catalog Administrator role.
You do not have the System Administrator role. 

C. Catalog Administrator Policies have been customized in the embedded OES engine. 

D. The cache has state data and has not been updated with the role information. 

E. In addition to the Catalog Administrator role, you need explicit privileges for each catalog item. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 11

When a user is created through reconciliation, the custom post-process event handler is triggered. However, the custom
code in theexecutemethod is not triggered. 

Identify the method that must be implemented to fix this issue. (Choose the best answer.) 
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A. compensatemethod 

B. bulkExecutemethod 

C. getInterEventData()method 

D. Platform.getServiceForEventHandlersmethod 

E. validatemethod 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E27559_01/dev.1112/e27150/oper.htm#OMDEV3258( table 28-5, second row) 

 

QUESTION 12

What Oracle product component is required to integrate Oracle Identity Manager for LDAP sync?(Choose the best
answer.) 

A. Oracle Internet Directory 

B. Oracle Virtual Directory 

C. Oracle Unified Directory 

D. Oracle Directory Server Enterprise Edition 

Correct Answer: A 
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